Mike’s
Crush
Understanding high school
relationships for youth with
autism and learning
disabilities.

This innovative curriculum/video
program helps teens with autism
• 114-page Manual with detailed teaching
and intellectual disabilities learn
instructions
how to establish healthy and safe
• 2 video stories plus 5 supplementary
friendship and romantic relationships
video segments on one DVD
with their peers. The two-part video
story demonstrates all the pieces of
• Variety of teaching tools, assessments,
reproducible handouts, quizzes and more a social interaction puzzle, including
communication, body language,
• Research-based teaching strategies
recommended for students on the autism friendship, hygiene, and personal
space. Mike’s Crush is written for a
spectrum
variety of school personnel as well as
• Videos and activities help students learn
professionals and group leaders in the
and practice new social behaviors in the
community.
safe environment of a classroom.

8 lessons for ages 13-24
• Versatile, easy-to-teach lessons can be
taught as written, adapted to meet special To order or for more information:
www.DibbleInstitute.org
circumstances, or use videos alone to
problem-solve relationship issues.
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Instructor’s Manual
with DVD

RETAIL

$159

A curriculum about social relationships
for teens with autism or other special
needs.
This 8-lesson curriculum/video program
teaches teens with autism and special
needs how establish healthy and safe
relationships with their peers, including
friendship and romantic relationships.
Students learn how to identify positive
and negative body language, recognize
when peers do or don’t want to be
friends and understand social and legal
lines that must not be crossed.
Created by an expert in the field, the
program uses proven techniques for
teaching special needs youth, including
a 2-part video story that models desired
behavior. The lessons can be taught by
regular school staff and can be easily
adapted as needed.

To preview the Mike’s Crush video, go to
http://vimeo.com/23433057

Lesson 1: Introduction
Mike’s Very Bad Day | Mike’s Good Day at School
Class Rules | Confidentiality | Assessment
Lesson 2: Appearance Matters
Good Grooming | High School Dress | Compliments
Lesson 3: Relationships
Identify and Define Relationships | Identify Relationships in Their
Life | Identify Friend, Boyfriend, and Girlfriend Relationships
Lesson 4: Body Language
Identify Body Language When Someone Wants to Talk to You |
Identify Boyfriend and Girlfriend Body Language | Identify Body
Language When Someone Does NOT want to Talk to You
Lesson 5: Starting a Conversation
Practicing Starting a Conversation | Identifying Common Interests |
Knowing When Someone Doesn’t Want to Talk to You
Lesson 6: Getting to Know Someone
Practice Getting to Know Someone | Listening Skills | Knowing When
Someone Does Not Want to Get to Know You
Lesson 7: Rules and Laws | Mike’s Very Bad Day
Understanding Rules and Laws | No Means No | Consequences
Lesson 8: What Does a Healthy Relationship Look Like? |
Mike’s Good Day at School
Identify Healthy Relationships | Real-life Situations | What Makes a
Friend, Boyfriend, and Girlfriend?
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